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Glossary
encomienda: lands granted to conquistadores along
with their indigenous inhabitants in exchange for
their services to the Spanish crown
enfundador: banana worker who places pesticidelaced bags over each banana bunch on plantations
entierros: ancestral burial sites
estibador: a person who works as a carrier moving
heavy loads
fiebre del banano: banana fever
gente de aquí: the people of a particular place
gualilla: lowland paca
guatusa: a large rodent of the Dasyprocta genus
common to Central and South America
guineo seda: Gros Michel variety of banana
huasipungo: a regime established under colonial rule
by which the owners of haciendas granted a plot of
land to their workers in exchange for their labor
informe técnico: technical report
jicra: a finely weaved mesh bag fabricated from fish
nets
jornalero: day laborer
lancha: a small motor boat
larveros: small fishers who collected shrimp larvae
along the beaches and bajiales in the early days of
the shrimp boom
la creciente: the rising tide
la quiebra: a very low tide that happens once every
month
la seca or la vaciante: the ebb tide
mandados: bossed around
manglar: mangrove tree
marea: the tide
monte: hinterland
muerte lenta: slow death
oro blanco: white gold (in reference to shrimp larvae
or seed)
oro verde: green gold (in reference to the banana
plants)
papelería: store specialized in stationary, desk and
writing supplies
pescador/a artesanal: small fisher
plurinacionalidad: plurinationality
pre-asociación: informal association that has not been
legally recognized by the state
salitrales: salt lands or flats
tejido de vida: social fabric
teniente político: representative of the government in
a particular territory
tierras baldías: empty lands that do not have a legally
recognized owner
totora: a variety of cattail

aguaje: flood tide
asociado: an associate or partner
atarraya/atarrayazo: round throw net used for
fishing in the rivers and estuaries
autoconstruçao: refers to a process described by
James Holston (2008) where people from lower
economic classes become citizens through a process
of “auto-construction” in which they build their own
houses and neighborhoods
auto-veda: self-imposed fishing ban
bajiales: flood plain
balandra: large wooden sail boat popularly used in
the 19th and 20th centuries
bananeras: banana plantations
bananero: banana producer, though the term is
mainly used to refer to large producers or
entrepreneurs
barrio: neighborhood
bijao: a variety of calathea palm
burras: large cockles found along the beaches and
flood plains of the archipelago of Jambelí
camaroneras: shrimp farms
camaronero: shrimp producer, though the term often
refers to large producers or entrepreneurs
campesino/a: peasant farmer
canalete: boat row
canoada: a canoe-full
chacra: a small plot of land often planted with food
crops for family consumption
chayo: special kind of fishing net used to capture
shrimp larvae
ciento: a unit of 100 cockles
compañero/a: comrade, colleague, partner or
companion
compañía: large multinational corporations such as
the United Fruit Company
compadrazgo: a spiritual relation established between
a child’s parents and another person who acquires
responsibilities concerning the child’s care and wellbeing
comunidades ancestrales: ancestral communities or
traditional populations
conchas/concha prieta: black mangrove cockles
confianza: trust, reliance, confidence and reciprocity
In Baud’s (2018: 4) work, confianza “refers to the
relations between two individuals or sometimes,
between individuals and a group of people, which
have been forged over time and because of their
moral significance acquire an almost sacred
meaning”
cooperados: members of a cooperative, organization
or association
cordillera: mountain range
costal: jute bag
costeñidad: a particular kind of coastal identity or
coastal way of life
criollo: in the 19th century, a person of European
descent
cupos: a system of quotas
Defensoría del Pueblo: Public Ombudsman
embarque: fruit processing and shipping day
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Preface
Picture 1: Washerwomen along the banks of Buenaventura’s river.1

When Amada was around eight years old, she witnessed the clear-cutting of the forests and
food crops that grew along the shores of the river that flowed in front of her house. She
vividly recalls running through the fields with her brothers carrying large costales to gather
fruits from the fallen trees. Oranges, mandarins, mangoes, avocadoes, cauges, pomarosas
and zapotes were left to rot on the ground as loggers trailed deep into the foothills of the
cordillera. It was the 1950s, the peak of Ecuador’s banana boom that transformed the
country into the world’s leading exporter of the tropical fruit. Throughout the coastal region,
la costa, small farmers, rural laborers, landowning elites and aspiring bananeros, were
caught up in a banana fever that caused widespread deforestation and displaced native
campesinos and campesinas from their lands. La fiebre del banano gave way to fierce
struggles over land and water and resulted in a chaotic process of enclosure, privatization
and dispossession that radically transformed the lives of rural residents and the places
where they lived.
Expelled from their home by the river’s edge, Amada and her family migrated to the city in
search of new ways to make a living. After spending several difficult years in the slums of
Guayaquil, Amada decided to return alone to Buenaventura. In less than a decade, the small
rural outpost she had known as a child had grown into a bustling town that attracted

1All

pictures, unless otherwise mentioned, were taken by the author during fieldwork. The people on the photographs
are not necessarily the ones mentioned in the text.
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migrants from different parts of the country seeking work as jornaleros in the banana fields.
The town was now entirely engulfed by plantations on all sides and every so often a small
airplane flew over the fields releasing a toxic chemical mist into the air. With the spread of
banana monoculture, most of Buenaventura’s residents had lost their access to the region’s
land, water and forest commons and were for the most part dependent on plantation wages
to subsist. Low salaries, harsh working conditions and constant exposure to dangerous
chemicals formed the backdrop of everyday life in what became known as the zona
bananera.
Despite these difficulties, rural laborers continued to carve out a space for themselves in the
crevices of the plantations. Working together, they claimed lands to build working class
barriadas and expanded their self-constructed barrios into the surrounding banana fields.
They formed comités and demanded access to public services and better living conditions for
themselves and their families. Over the course of nearly two decades, brick by brick, Amada
managed to build a spacious concrete home in the town center. With little money to her
name, an abusive husband and ten children to support, she weaved an extensive social
network that helped her raise a large family and provide her children with the basic
education that she had always dreamed for herself. Twice she was elected ‘distinguished
citizen’ of Buenaventura by the local government and she continues to lead the organization
of her barrio’s yearly anniversary with the help of her daughters and grandchildren.
Picture 2: Fisherwomen in the archipelago of Jambelí

Not far from the coastal plains, a few kilometers off land, a different kind of fever was
spreading in the manglar forests of the archipelago of Jambelí. Sulma, a fisherwoman from
the island of Tres Cruces remembers the day when her son returned home carrying an empty
jicra in his hands. With anger mounting in his voice he explained that a shrimp farmer had
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denied him access to the town’s traditional cockle gathering grounds. The camaronero was
leading a group of men who were cutting down the manglar forests at the southern edge of
the island and building mud walls around the emptied terrain. It was the 1970s, when rising
shrimp exports set off a race to occupy the remaining manglar and salitrales where artificial
ponds were built to farm shrimp. Camaroneros sailed from the main port cities to the islands
of the archipelago of Jambelí in search of mangrove covered areas that could be cleared for
their ponds. In violation of state laws that protected the manglar, camaroneros deforested
and enclosed extensive areas that were then placed under the surveillance of private armed
guards. At the same time, they reached out to the archipelago’s artisanal fishers and offered
them money to capture wild shrimp seed that would be cultivated in their ponds. The capture
and sale of shrimp larvae in the estuaries provided temporary employment for island
residents and an additional source of income. Yet the arrangement did not last long as the
appearance of diseases among farmed raised shrimp temporarily put an end to the business.
As camaroneros abandoned their ponds, artisanal fishers began to deploy different
strategies to regain control over the manglar territory.
In the late 1980s, resistance against shrimp farmers grew among those who remained in the
archipelago. Along with her sons and daughters, Sulma travelled to the mainland to
participate in region-wide protests against the destruction wrought upon fisher gatherer
communities by the shrimp farming industry. Back on the island, she hosted communal
meetings in her house where villagers discussed their plans to defend the mangroves. She
signed various petitions to initiate legal processes against the shrimp farmers that
encroached on her island and she participated in small acts of sabotage, stealing machinery
from the workers’ camp grounds and setting earth removing machines on fire to prevent the
further construction of camaroneras. These actions attracted the interest of environmental
NGOs and government institutions leading to the recognition of the islander’s territorial
claims by the state.
In the year 2000, mangrove concessions were granted to fisher gatherer associations and
ancestral communities who were officially recognized as ‘guardians of the mangrove
ecosystem’. Sulma considered this distinction as a triumph for her family and her
community. Yet she worried that new state laws would lead to the exclusion of certain
groups from the manglar. She foresaw the rise of conflicts over the diminishing manglar
territory and the ongoing depletion of the fisheries linked to widespread deforestation and
rising levels of contamination caused by the shrimp industry. But instead of leaving the
island to find work on the mainland, Sulma and her daughters chose to remain. To this day,
they gather cockles and mussels in the mangroves and recently began to fish in the estuaries
to increase their earnings. They participate in communal meetings and are actively engaged
in the search for new ways to improve the living conditions of artisanal fisher gatherers who
continue to work in the manglares that surround the island of Tres Cruces.
The stories of Amada and Sulma reveal the tensions and contradictions produced by the
encounter between export-oriented extractive industries, state developments and rural
forms of life. On the one hand, they draw attention to the specificity and heterogeneity of
capital and state interventions in different rural contexts and their connection to persisting
inequalities, forms of violence and rising levels of toxicity in these places. On the other hand,
they point to the wide-range of local responses to these interventions and the diverse
strategies that people deploy to continue to create their lives, almost despite capitalist
xvii

degradations. They make visible the suffering, but also the strength and creativity of those
who have remained and are inventing new ways of living in toxic monocultured landscapes
that are dominated by the production and exportation of two of the world’s most desirable
food commodities: bananas and shrimps.
From the vantage point of those who remain, common definitions and understandings of
capitalism as a totalizing system that necessarily calls forth myriad forms of resistance ‘from
below’ do not account for the complexity of their everyday life experiences. As Tania Li
(2014) observes in her book Land’s End, such Manichean representations of complex
realities have been unable to explain how capitalist relations emerge and expand in different
rural contexts. In her words, “Livelihoods in much of the world are shaped by capitalist
relations, but we seldom stop to examine precisely what is distinctive about these relations,
nor to consider how they are formed” (Li 2014: 5). She further argues that binary
explanations have been unable to identify practical solutions that could actually work to the
advantage of rural people. In a somewhat related manner, in The Mushroom at the End of
the World, Anna Tsing (2015) argues that common definitions of capitalism as a monolithic
system prevent us from understanding the “possibilities of coexistence with environmental
disturbance” (2015: 4) that form the core of people’s everyday life experience in many parts
of the world.
Drawing from current discussions on capitalisms and diverse economies (Gibson Graham
1996, 2006, 2008, Gago 2017, Baud, Boelens and Damonte 2019) and from recent
explorations in the anthropology of capitalism (Li 2014, Bear 2015, Tsing 2015), this thesis
attempts to map some of the effects and features of diverse capitalist manifestations in
southern Ecuador. Specifically, it draws attention to two important elements. The first refers
to the omnipresence of toxicity and ongoing environmental destruction as a result of the
expansion of capitalist processes. The second refers to the effects of these diverse capitalisms
on the lived experience of differently classed, gendered and racialized bodies that at times
refuse but also enable their reproduction. The main argument builds on the difficulties of
explaining the concreteness of toxicity in people’s everyday lives and at the same time the
proliferation of diverse forms of living under capitalism. This leads to a central question:
how should we understand people’s capacity to cope with and at times transform their lives
in contexts created by savage forms of capitalism?
Combining a historical and ethnographic approach, this thesis attempts to explain rural
peoples lived experience of toxicity, large-scale capitalist transformations and state
interventions. Moving between their memories of the past and the social and political actions
that engage them in the present, it attempts to shed light on rural peoples own perception
and understanding of macro political issues while exploring their intimate interpretations
of their own lives, their changing relations to each other and to their surrounding landscape.
Throughout the dissertation, their voices are deliberately allowed to disrupt the flow of
dominant narratives and theoretical claims. The intention is to have their voices challenge
general categories and broad abstractions often used to describe their experiences and to
make visible their political work at the level of the household, the community and rural
society at large.
By placing the perspective of rural laborers and artisanal fishers who remained and
continued to create their lives in the manglares and coastal plains of southern Ecuador at
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the center of academic debates, this thesis also hopes to address broader issues of global
concern. Among other aspects, it reflects an attempt to understand the enduring impacts of
capitalist expansion in rural areas, the diminishing ability and willingness of governments
to protect the lives of rural residents, and the relentless search for opportunities that
characterizes the lives of those living in toxic and rapidly degrading rural environments.
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